
3/8"sq. ROUND SWIVEL HEAD
RATCHET（SHORT）

CONVENTIONAL TOOLS

Palm-sized short swivel
with excellent operability!

Direct and speedy operations
with palm-sized short swivel
that is covered when the thumb and 
forefinger are placed on the head.

Only 120 mm length!

Compact size fits in the palm of your hand.
Quick tightening and loosening operations.

・Short swivel ratchet handle with a length that fits in the hand.
・Swiveling 180° around the head. Fast tightening and loosening operations by
 using it like a ratchet driver.
・Smooth and fast turning with moderate grip and slippage by knurling on the
 part of the handle.
・Smooth turning with the stepless swiveling (no fixed angle).
・Adjust tightness of swiveling by a hexagon bolt head cap bolt (Width: 2.5 mm).
・Socket can be changed even when swiveling.
・Smooth direction change by "Y" shaped lever.

3/8"sq. ROUND SWIVEL HEAD RATCHET（SHORT）

・Switch the lever securely to avoid damage or idling.
・Insert the drive angle completely.

▼gFeed angle MSRPT2B L
BRSW3S 1955° 27

T1
16.532 120 5 ¥ 8,500

No.

Faster tightening and loosening 
operations by using it like a ratchet 
driver.

Smooth transition between
tightening/loosening and
fast turning

CAUTION
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L

Repair
Spare part Repairable
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Actual full scale (total length: 120 mm)



BRSW3L

BRSW3

Easy direction change by "Y" shaped 
lever even when swiveling. 

High operability
even when swiveling

Fast turning and moderate grip
by knurling on the part of the metal 
handle.

Smooth fast turning

The design of head and high-rigidity 
grip enables the final tightening.

Strong enough
to final tightening

More compact than standard 
ratchet handle (BR3E) with more 
than 180° swives.

High workability in
narrow spaces

REPAIR KIT FOR 3/8"sq. ROUND SWIVEL HEAD RATCHET

3/8"sq. ROUND SWIVEL HEAD RATCHET
3/8"sq. ROUND SWIVEL HEAD RATCHET（LONG）

・Repair kit for 9.5sq. swivel ratchet handle (BRSW3S, BRSW3, BRSW3L).
・A T25 Torx wrench is required to remove and install bolts with torx holes.

▼gSq. size MSRPContents

BRSW3-K 349.5sq. Drive, claw, spring, change cover,
bolt with torx hole ¥ 3,500

No.

●All sizes on this leaflet are indicated as millimeter unless mentioned.
●There might be size differences between those mentioned on this leaflet and the actual products but they are under our specification.
●Product design might be changed for the improvement.
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・Smallest head size among 9.5sq. swivel ratchet handles. High workability in
 narrow spaces.
・The handle can swivel more than 180° around the head and can be used
 like a ratchet screwdriver.
・Metal is used for the handle. Smooth and fast turning with moderate grip and
 slippage by knurling on the part of the handle.
・Smooth turning with the stepless swiveling (no fixed angle).
・Adjust tightness of swiveling by a hexagon bolt head cap bolt (Width: 2.5 mm).
・Socket can be changed even when swiveling.
・Smooth direction change by "Y" shaped lever.
・The design of head and high-rigidity grip enables the final tightening.

May select proper type for
your work efficiency.
Long type for narrow area
and short type for high
handling performance.

▼gFeed angle MSRPT2B L
BRSW3 2605° 2732 180 5 ¥ 9,000
No.

BRSW3L 3755° 27

T1
16.5
16.532 300 5 ¥ 10,000
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Select your own swivel ratchet handle for the work situation!

BRSW3L BRSW3 BRSW3S

120mm
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300mm
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